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LONG T IME EX ISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR 
u(x , t )  + = @T 2 
FREDERICK BLOOM 
Department ofMathematical Sciences, Northern Illinois University, Dekalb, IL 60115 
Abstract--For a class of initial-value problems associated with the nonlinear wave equation of the 
title, we establish, under elatively mild conditions on the functions c~(.) and ~3(.), the following result 
on almost global existence, in time, of a classical solution: if too, the maximal time of existence of 
a C 1 solution, is finite for arbitrarily small initial data, then for all initial data that are sufficiently 
small, t¢o is hounded from below by a function of the initial data which increases without bound as 
the magnitude of the initial data goes to zero. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For z E 7~ z, t > 0 we consider initial-value problems associated with the nonlinear wave equation 
+ = (1) 
where a(.) and /~(.) are real-valued and subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect 
to the indicated variable. Nonlinear wave equations of the form (1), with a nonlinear, have 
been demonstrated by this author to arise in several classical problems of nonlinear electro- 
magnetic theory, i.e., in the plane-wave nonlinear dielectric interaction problem [1] and in the 
problem of current flow in a distributed parameter nonlinear transmission line [2]. In both of 
the aforementioned situations, it has been shown that locally defined (in time) classical solutions 
of the relevant equations develop singularities, in finite time, if the initial gradients of the fields 
in question are positive and, pointwise, sufficiently large. These latter results on the finite-time 
breakdown of smooth solutions to initial-value problems associated with nonlinear wave equations 
of the form (1) extend earlier results of Slemrod [3] for, essentially, the case where a(6) - a06, 
V6 E 7~ 1, with s0 > 0 constant. For this same special case of linear a(.), Nishida [4] has estab- 
lished the existence of global (in time) smooth solutions to (1) for sufficiently small initial data 
(in the C 1 norm). 
In recent work [5], we have considered the particular case of (1) that arises in the plane wave- 
nonlinear dielectric interaction problem and have established the following result on almost global 
existence, in time, for solutions of the initial-value problem, under relatively weak but realistic 
assumptions on the relevant constitutive functions (nonlinear conductivity and nonlinear electric 
induction fields) that appear in that problem: Either for sufficiently small initial data the maximal 
time of existence too of a C 1 solution is infinitely large, or for too finite, no matter how small, 
but finite, the initial data is taken, for all initial data that are sufficiently small too is bounded 
from below by a function of the initial data that increases without bound as the magnitude of 
the data goes to zero. Our goal in this paper will be to establish an analogous almost global 
existence result for initial-value problems associated with the nonlinear wave equation (1), under 
fairly general and relatively weak assumptions on the functions a(.) and ~(.). The type of almost 
global existence result we establish ere for (1) is at least partially in the spirit of recent work of 
John [6-8], Klainerman [9], and John and Klainerman [10] on almost global existence of classical 
solutions for initial-value problems associated with quasi-linear wave equations in three space 
dimensions. 
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In the present work we will take advantage of the one-dimensional character of (1) and employ, 
as in references [1-4], an approach based on the Riemann invariants, which are naturally asso- 
ciated with a first-order quasi-linear system generated by the nonlinear wave equation. There 
are very good reasons to believe that the problem of global existence of C 1 solutions for initial- 
value problems associated with the nonlinear wave equation (1) can be successfully attacked by 
using a variant of the energy argument of Matsumura [11]. This later approach has the distinct 
advantage of not being tied to one space dimension and therefore could in principle be used to 
resolve similar problems for higher-dimensional versions of (1). The energy arguments in ques- 
tion have, in essence, been used by Matsumura [11] and Nishida [4] to study the global existence 
problem for (1) in the special case where a(6) = a06, V6 E 7~ ~, with s0 > 0 constant. Versions 
of the energy method of Matsumura have also been successfully employed in references [12-17] 
to establish global existence results, albeit in one-space dimension, for a variety of quasi-linear 
hyperbolic problems arising in classical nonlinear continuum physics. Global existence results for 
the nonlinear wave equation (1), with an emphasis on the special cases arising in the plane-wave 
dielectric interaction and distributed parameter nonlinear transmission line problems, will be 
considered in a forthcoming paper [18]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND R IEMANN INVARIANTS FORMULATION 
We begin by noting that for u(x,t) sufficiently smooth on 7~ 1 x [0,T),T > 0, (1.1) is clearly 
equivalent o 
(,,, (x, t) + ,~(u(x, t))), = (#(u(z, t))~)~. (2) 
Thus, B v(x, t) such that v= (x, t) = ut(x, t) + a(u(x, t)) and v,(z, t) = #(u(x, t))= or 
{ v, ( . , t )  - # ' (u (x , t ) )u . ( . , t )  = 0 
u,(~,t )  - v , (~, t )  = -~(u( , ,  t)) 
provided fl is differentiable on ~t .  Replacing v(m, t) by -v (x ,  t), we have what will be a more 
convenient form of the basic system, i.e., 
{ v,(~,t) - # ' (u (x , t ) )u . ( . , t )  = 0 
u, (x , t )  - v , (~ , t )  = -~(u( , ,  t)) 
(3) 
For fl' > 0 on 7~ 1, (3) is a quasi-linear first-order hyperbolic system of equations whose two 
families of characteristics are generated by the solutions in the z, t plane of the nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations #/~ = =Fx//~'(u(z, t)). Associated with the system (3) are the pair of Riemann 
invariants 
¢(m,t) = -v(m,t) + fo (''') ~ d 6  (41 
¢(m, t) = -v(m, t) - fo (='') ~ d6 
Setting 
~(~:, t) = -x /Z ' (u(~, t ) ) ,  ,.(~,t) = +x/Z' (u(x, t ) )  
, 0 ~(x,t) O , 0 0 
= ~ + o--;' = ~ + ~(~'t) 
it is easily verified that (3) is equivalent o the pair of equations 
(5a) 
(55) 
¢, = -~/#, (u(x , t ) )  • ,~(u(x,t)) 
¢'  = +~/#, (u (~, t ) )  • ,~(u(~,t)) 
(6) 
However, ¢ -  ¢ = 2 fo  (='') X/C~d6 =_ p(z,t) and /~' > 0. Thus p(z,t) = /~(u(x,t)) has an 
inverse ~-1 on 7~ 1 and u(x,t) = p-z(~b(x,t) - ¢(x,t)). If we set 
~(- )  = -~(~)v~, -  en  ' (7) 
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and 
~(~) = ~(~-1(~)),  ~ e ~1 (8) 
then (6) assumes the form 
{ ¢'(x,t) = ~(¢(x, t) - ¢(x, t)) 
(9) 
¢'(x,t)  = -~(~(x ,  t) - ¢(x, t)) 
For future reference we also set, for ~ E 7~ 1, 
X(~:) = -X/3'( /~- l (a)) ,  l ) (a)= X/3'(/~-l(a)) (10) 
so that A(x, t) = ,~(¢(x, t ) -  ¢(x, t)), b(~) = P(¢(z, t) - ¢(z, t)). The two families of characteristic 
curves xl (t; (1) and x~(t; if2) are defined, respectively, as solutions of the initial-value problems 
{ d~a. A(¢(xl,t) - ~b(xl,t)); x1(0,~1) --" ~1 d, = (11) 
~,  ~(¢(x~,0 ¢(x2,t)); x2(0 ,¢2)=~2 
and along the solution curves of (11), the system (9) then reduces to the pair of ordinary differ- 
ential equations 
{ ~t¢(Xl(t,~l),t) -- ~/(¢(Xl(t,~l),t) -- ¢(Xl(t ,~l),t))  
(12) 
~¢(x2Ct, ¢2), t) = -q(¢(x~(t, ¢2), t) - ¢(x~(t, ¢2), t)) 
Associated with the system (9) will be initial data of the form 
¢(x, 0) = ¢0(x), ¢(x,  0) = Co(x), -oo  < x < oo (13) 
We will assume that ¢o('), ¢0(') are of class C 1, on T~ 1, and are periodic functions; we will 
also assume that at.) e 62(n l ) ,  3(') e C2(n  1) and that the functions at-), 3('), and 7(') : 
-a ( . )3( . )  1/2 satisfy the following basic hypotheses: 
3'(~) > 3o > o, v ~ e T¢? 
at0) = 0 and a'(0) > 0 
sup 13"(01 < 3~, for some31 > 0 
6ER x ~ -  
17(0(6)1 < 7z, I = 1,2V6 G R1,some"[1,'72 > 0 
These hypotheses are then easily shown to imply the conclusions of the following: 
LEMMA. Suppose that a(.), 3('), 7(') satisfy hypotheses (H1) - (/-/4) above; then 
(i) q(0) = 0, ~'(0) < 0 
(it) 3 A1 > 0, A2 > 0, such that V~ E T~ 1 
~'(~) < ,~ (14) li(,~)l > ~1, A(, ) - 
(iii) sup I~"'(,~)1 _< ~, for sorely > 0. 
~ER t 
PrtOOF. In view of(7) and (8) 
"~(0) = --a(~- 1 (0)) ~/3'(P-  1(0)). (15) 
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However, Vw ~ ~I  ~(w) -- 2 f: V f~-~d~;  thus ~(w) = 0 ==~ w = O, i.e., ~-I(0) -- O. Therefore, 
by (Ha) and (15), ~/(0) = -e (O)~ = O. To establish the second part of (i) we note that, 
V a ~ ~¢~, (7), (8), and (10) imply that q(a) = q(~c)a(~-l(,¢)). Therefore, as a(O) = 0 
~/(0) = .~'(0)~(~-1(0)) + .~(0) d a(#-l(t¢))l,¢=o 
= ~'(o)~(o) + ~(o)~ ~(~-l(,~))l~=o 
d 
= X(o) ~ ~(~-~('¢))l~=o. 
From (10) and (HI), .~(0) = -~//~'(#-l(0)) = - ~  < 0, while 
d I 
--~d~ . (~- i (~) )  = -'(~I,=~-,(~) ~ ~- (~) 
__ O~'(~-1(~)) ,  l~t (~- I (~) ) - -1 /2 .  
Therefore, 
~t(O ) = X(O) Q'I(P-I(o)) = ½ ,~(O)~l(O)/Ot(O) - I /2  < 0 
2 ~' (~-  1 (0)) 
in view of the fact that A(O) < 0 while a'(O) > 0 by (H~). This establishes part (i) of the Lemma. 
We note that by virtue of the fact that .~(0) = - ~ ,  q'(O) = Ia'tO~ -~  , , ,  so  Iq'(O)l = ½~'(o). 
Proceeding to part (ii) of the Lemma, we note first of all that V ~¢ ~ 7~ 1 
Furthermore, 
I~(~:)1 = ~/~, (~- I (K ) )  > ~1]2 __~ "~1" 
d 
^-- I  
(16) 
_ _ ¼~,(~- 1(~))-  1~,,(~- 1(~)) 
where we have again used the fact that dP-~(~)d,~ -- ½~'(P-1(~)1-1/2" Thus, V ~ G ~1 
i'(~) 1 I~"(~-I(~))l 
(17) ~(,¢) = ~ ~,(~-x( ,¢)pn 
1 1,0"(~5-1 (~:))1 < ~1 
-< 4~o x/~,(~-I(~))  - ~0 - ~ 
where we have used (/'/1) aJld (H3). Part (ii) of the Lemma is therefore stablished and we turn 
to part (iii). Directly from (8), with w =/i-l(t¢), we easily calculate that 
(d~) ' ,  . .d2v  
~"(t¢) "- 7"(¢',') ~ + 7 (w) ds:2. (18) 
dw 2 However, it is clear that (~- )  = ¼~,(.~-1(,~))-1 and ~ = _}#.,(.~-l(,~))-~#.,,(.~-l(,~)), so that 
_ 1 t I 2 # 1 t I ~"(~) = ¼~'(,~-1(~))-17"(,~-1(~)) ~/~' (,5- (~))- /~ (,~- (~))7 (,~- (~)). (19) 
By virtue or(Hi), (Ha), and (/-/4) we then have, V~ • T~ 1 
72 71~1 
I'i'"('¢)l _< ~ + 8~o/------ ~ = ~ (20) 
thus establishing part (iii) of the Lemma. | 
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REMARKS. I f  we compute 7'(w), 7"(w) directly from the definition 7(w) = -a(w)~'(w)  ~/2, then 
substitution into (19), followed by a rearrangement of terms, the result yields 
8~"(~) = ~(~) 1 {~'(~);3"(~) + 2~,"(~);3'(~)}. (21) 
Equation (21) is suggestive of a variety of alternative conditions on c~(.), [3(.), other than (H4), 
that still yield the conclusion in part Oil) of the Lemma, but we will not pursue the consequences 
of such conditions here. 
Prior to stating the local existence theorem pertaining to solutions of the problem (9), (13) and 
deriving the basic a priori estimate satisfied by such solutions, we want to rewrite the system (9) 
in a slightly different form (which will be more useful for our cMculations in the next two sections). 
In view of our smoothness assumptions relative to a(.) and/~(.), the deanition of~(.), and part (i) 
of the Lemma, for any ~ • 7~ 1 
I ~tt 2 ~(~1 = ½~0~ + ~ (~(~))~ (22) 
where a0 = 2q'(0) < 0, while 0 < p(~) < ~ for ~ > 0 and t¢ < p(n) < 0 for ~ < O. Setting 
r~(~) = ½~,,(,(~))~2, ~ • re~ (23) 
we see that our system (9) now assumes the form 
¢, = z#(¢ _ ¢) + r.(¢ _ ¢) 
¢, -~(¢  _ ¢) _ r~(~ _ ¢) (24) 
REMARKS.  If we also set 
~(~) = r.'(,¢), ~ • n ~ 
then by (22), (23), and the definition of ao 
(2~) 
~(~)  = ~'(~) - -V(0) = #"(~(~))~ (26) 
for any t¢E T~ 1 and some -fi, 0 < "fi(~) < ~ (or ~ < -fi(t¢) < 0). It then follows from (26) and 
part (ii 0 of the Lemma that 
I~(,01 ___ WIll, v,c • 7~ 1. (27) 
3. AN A PR IORI  EST IMATE FOR SOLUTIONS 
We begin this section by noting that (9), i.e., 
0 0 
(28) 
is a symmetric quasi-linear hyperbolic system to which existing results on the local existence, in 
time, of smooth solutions to associated initial-value problems may be applied. In particular, it 
follows from the work of Kato [19] that the following results obtain: 
THEOREM (LOCAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS). Let ¢o('), ¢o(') be periodic and of class C I on 
T~ 1 and assume that a(.), ~(.) are of class C 2 and C a, respectively, on T~ 1 with ~(.) satisfying 
hypothesis (HI). Then there exists too > 0 such that the initial-value problem (28), (13), has a 
unique solution ¢, ¢ 6 C1(7~ 1 x [0,tco)) and//'too < oo then for some x E 7~ 1 
lim (l¢~(~,t)l ÷ I¢=(x,t)l) - -  ÷oo  (29)  
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For the local solution of (28), (13), whose existence is implied by the theorem, we now state and 
prove the following result: 
LEMMA. I f  (¢(z, t), ¢(z, t ) )  denotes the unique C ~ solution of the initial-value problem (9), 
(13) on ~ x [O, Loo) then ~c > 0 such that for any x ~ T~ ~ and all t ~ [O,too) 
I¢(z,t) l  + I¢(z,t) l  < (l¢ol + I¢ole ~'~ (30) 
where I¢ol = sups,  I¢o(~)1, I¢ol = sups,  I¢o(~)1. 
PROOF. We recall that along the characteristic urves associated with the system (9), i.e., (11), 
¢(z, t) and ¢(x, t) satisfy the pair of ordinary differential equations (12), which in view of (24) 
may be written in the form 
q- Y](¢(Xl(t, ¢1), t) -- @(Xl(t , el) ,  t)) (31) 
d c(~2(t ,  ~2), t) = - 2 (¢ (~2( t ,  ~2), t) - ¢(~2(t ,  ~2), t)) 
- r~(C(x2(t, ~2), t) - ¢(~2(t,  ~2), t)) (32) 
and, by virtue of(23), E(¢ ¢) = 1^,, - ~'r (~(¢ - ¢ ) ) (¢  - ¢)~. 
We write (31), (32), respectively, in the equivalent forms 
d ¢(~,t) ~0 ~0 -~- ¢(x, t) - - -~- ¢(x, t) + ~(¢(z,  t) - ¢(x, t)) (33) 
d ¢(z , t )  ~0 ~0 -~- ¢(x,t)  = --~- ¢(x,t) - E(¢(x,t)  - ¢(z, t ) )  (34) 
where z = Xl(t, (1) in (33) and z = z2(t, (2) in (34). Integrating (33), (34) along their respective 
characteristics from r -- 0 to r = t < too, by using the obvious integrating factor, we immediately 
obtain 
(h ) ,O  - ¢o(~~)  = - o'o .~' y e- ~¢(~(~,~1),  ~)d~ 
+ [ e-Z~ r~(¢(Xl(~',(1), 7) -- tb(Xl(7",(1),7"))dr (3~) 
J0 
and 
i' 
Therefore, for any t < too, we have the pair of estimates 
- i~o i f  - 
e-~t l¢(Xl ( t , (1) , t ) [  _< I¢o(¢1)1+ 2 Yo e-~' l¢ (xx( r ' (1 ) 'v ) id r  
I' + e-~'l~(C(x,O-, (1), r) - ¢(zl(r, (1), r))ldr (37) 
I O,  I r 1: o- 
= 1¢(~2(t,¢2),t)l < 1¢o((2)1+ e-~'l¢(~2(r, C2),r)ldr 
I' (38) 
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Now suppose that '7o - 0o(14'ol, I¢ol) is any bound for supAI4'(x,t)l + I¢(~,t)l) on [0,too). Then, 
by (23) and part (iii) of the Lernma of the previous section we have for any x ~ 7~ ~ and all 
t, O < t < too 
l~(¢(x,t) - ¢(~,t))l < ½~oo(14,(~:,t)l + I¢(z,t)l). (39) 
Employing the bound (39) in (37), (38) then yields the following estimates for 0 < t < too: 
- I~ol /"  e_~lC(z~(r,¢~),r)ldr e-~k'lC(z,(t,ffl),t)l < 14'o1+ 2 Jo 
I' + ~'mo ~-~'(14'(~l(r,¢l),r)l+l¢(~(r,~),rl)d~" (40) 
e-~l¢(x2(t,~2),t)l~ I¢o1÷1¢o1÷ 2 Jo I¢(x2(r,~2),r)ldr 
I' + ½Nrlo e -~t ( l¢ (z2( r , (2 ) , r ) l  + [¢(z2(r,~2),r) l)dr (41) 
We now introduce the functions 
¢(t)  = supe-~k' lC(z,t) l ,  @(t) - supe-Vt lC(x , t ) l  (42) 
x x 
and for the sake of convenience set 7" = ½~0o. Then (40) and (41) provide us with the new 
estimates 
e-~' l¢(xx(t ,¢~), t ) l  <_ 
e-~' l¢(z2Ct,~2), t ) l  <
/o T I¢ol + @(r)dr + 7* {¢(r)  + @(r)}dr (43) 
/o' I¢ol + I~ol [*  ¢(,-)d,- + "r" ,~(~-)}d~- (44) 2 Jo {¢(r )  + 
which are valid for 0 <_ t < too. As the initial data are assumed to be periodic, so is the locally 
defined solution {4,(z , t ) ,¢(x , t )}  for 0 <_ t < too. Therefore, for any t = t*, 3x~,x~ such that 
,~(t*) = e-~"14,(~T,t*) l  and ,~(t') = e -~" l¢ (x~, t* ) l .  In a standard f~hion we now choose 
~ = ~l(t*), ¢~ = ~2(t*) so that z~ = zl(t*,~l(t*)) and x~ = x2(t*,~2(t*)) and we then have 
~'ot*  , ~ , • (t*) = e-  • I¢(xl(t ,G(t )),t*)l 
(45) 
~,(t*) = e -~ ' "  I¢(x2(t*, ¢-2(t'),t')l. 
We now choose ¢1 = ~l(t), ¢2 = ~(t) ,  respectively, in (43) and (44); then for any t < too we have 
the estimates 
¢(t) ___ I¢ol + ~ J~ @(r)dr q- "r* f~{¢(r) + ~(r)}dr 
(46) 
lad t't ~(r)dv + 7" f~{(I,(r) + @(r)}dr ~,(t) _< I¢ol + 2 ~o 
which when added together produce the result 
}/o' ¢(t) + ~(t) < (1¢ol + I¢ol) + + 27* {(I,(v) + @(r)}dr. (47) 
The result of the Lemma, i.e., (30), with C = 2'y*, now follows directly from (47) as a consequence 
of Gronwall's Lemma, our definitions of db(t) and ~(t), and the fact that, in view of part (i) of 
the lemma of the previous section, ~ro =_ 2"~'(0) < 0 so that exp(-Z~zt) = exp( al~-12~ t ). II 
REMARKS. It is important to note that the constant c, which appears in the a priori estimate 
(30), i.e., c = 27* = ~r/o, in general depends on the initial data through I¢ol, I¢ol, on too, and 
on the bound ~, which appears in part Oii) of the/emma of the previous section, but does not 
depend on ~ro = 2")'(0). 
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4. ALMOST GLOBAL EX ISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we will establish our main result, namely a lower bound for the life span of a 
classical solution to the initial-value problem (9), (13) for the case where [a0[ is sufficiently large. 
The result may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM. Let (¢(x,t), ¢(x, t)) denote the unique C 1 solution of the initial-value problem (9), 
(13) on R 1 x [0, tool. Suppose that 
I~oI _> (I + 2/A)V (48) 
where ~ > A2 (defined by (14)) is any positive number satisfying 
lim ro exp(2ctoo) ¢ 112A (49) 
ro+ro~-.o 
with 
ro = sup:(14,o(:~)l + I¢o(~)1) 
(50) 
ro ~ = sup~(l¢~(~)l + I¢~(~)I) 
Then either too = oo, for ro + r I sufficiently small, or if too < or, for arbitrarily small but finite 
ro + F~, then for r0 + F 1 sufficiently small 
too >_ 2+~7o In ( l ro l )  (51) 
REMARKS. Suppose that 
and 
1 
lim ro exp(2ctoo) ¢ (52) 
ro+ro~-O 2A2 
I~'ol _> (1 + 2/A2)~, (53) 
then if too < oo, for arbitrarily small Fo + r 1, the theorem states that we may choose ro + F 1 so 
small that (51) obtains with "A = A?. In the pathological case where 
lim roexp(2ctoo) = 1/2A2 (54) 
ro+r6---,o 
we simply choose -A > As; then (49) holds and if (83) is satisfied (48) will also be satisfied for 
any -A > As. Also, for any A > A2 we have ~ < -A by virtue of (14). In particular, in the - ~(~)  - 
s ta tement  of the Theorem we need only require that [~0[ = -q l (0)  satisfy (48) with -A = As 
(i.e., equation 53) since it then will be automatically valid for any ~ > A2. 
PROOF (OF THE THEOREM). We begin by differentiating the first equation in (24) through with 
respect o x so as to obtain 
^ 2 (7o ° 'o  
4,~ + i4~ + ~4~ + i¢¢~:~ = -~ ¢~ - T ¢~ + ~'(~ - ¢)(4~ - ¢=), (55) 
which we may rewrite in the form 
^ 2 
Now ¢' = ¢, + i¢~ = ¢~ + 2i¢~ as ¢~ = ¢, + f,¢~ and fJ = -A. From the second equation 
in (24) we have ¢1 = -4 '  so4 '+¢ '  = 2i¢z.  In addition, ¢1_¢ ,  = -2 i¢z  so¢ ' -¢ '  = 
(¢' - ¢~) + (!b ~ - ¢') = u0(4 - ¢) + 2E(4 - ¢) - 2i¢z.  From this last result it follows that 
~r0 Z(4 - ¢) 1 , 
¢. = ~---v(¢ - ¢) + i 2-i (¢ - ¢ ' )  (57) 
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I f  we use the fact that (~q, = -~)~, the definition o f~ O.e., equation 25), and substitute for ~/,~ 
in (56) from (57) we find after rearranging terms that 
¢~ + ()'*¢~ - ~ - g)¢~ I, 2~ (~ - ¢) + {~ ~.  ¢~ - ~ (~ - ¢')¢~ 
(2  ){ao  ~ 1 (~b,_¢,) _ +r~ ~(~_¢)+  2~ . (58) 
// 'we define 
fo ~-~ ~'(,~) 
then 0' - ~ (eb' 2~, -  - ¢') and (58) can be rewritten as 
(59) 
¢, + (~,¢~ ~o 
2 
= " } o' 
) (60) 
Rearranging terms, this last result assumes the form 
{ ~'~+o'¢~+ i ,¢ . -~- -~-  ^ (¢_¢)_  r~ ¢~, 
2A 
{ ~o 1 0'} (61) 
The following definitions will prove to be useful: 
{ e(~o; ~- ,) - ~ + ~(, - ~) + ~ (, - ,) - ~ r(,  - ,) 
h(~o;~ - ¢) = ~ +~(~ - ¢) (62) 
with ~ = A (¢ - ¢), A~ = ~(¢  - ¢). Clearly, 12 = A + ~,A.  In view of the definitions of 12, A, 
A, we may now rewrite (61) in the form 
(63) 
which upon multiplication by exp(0(¢ - ¢)) becomes 
1 0') e °. (~'¢~)' + ( i~ .  - ~)e'~. = -n  ~ - -~ (64) 
If we make the further definitions: 
x(ao; ¢ - ¢) = h(ao; ¢ - ¢)a(ao; ¢- ¢)e °(*-*) (65) 
and 
fo*-* A(~o~ n(~o; ¢ - ¢) - 8)e'(6) d~ ~'(6) (66) 
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where O($) = e e(6), then a straightforward calculation yields 
n'(#0; ¢ - ¢) = A(#0; ¢ - ¢ )0 ' (~ - ¢ ) .  (¢, _ ¢,) 
~(¢  - ¢) 
_ A(#o;  ¢ - ¢) .  o ' (¢  - ¢) 
- ~(¢_  ¢) 
A(~o; ¢ - ¢)e0(~_~)0,(¢ _ ¢) 
- ~(¢_  ¢) 
and (63) becomes 
(67) 
(~e¢.) ,  + (~¢x  _ e )ee¢ ,  = n'  - x (6s) 
Our goal now is to integrate (68) along the characteristic curve x = zx(t, ffl); to simplify this 
calculation we will define 
a(t) = exp(O(¢(x, t) - ¢(x, t)))l,~,(t,a)¢~(xl(t, ~1), t) (69) 
and 
b(t) =~(¢(~,  t) - ¢(~, t)) l . , ( , ,¢,)¢.(~x(t ,  ;~), t) 
- ~(~0; ¢(x,t) - ¢(x, t))l~,(t,a) (70) 
el(t) = II(o-o; ¢(~, t) - ¢0,,  t))lx,(,,¢,) 
c2(t) = -x(o-o; ¢(~,t )  - ¢(x,  t))l,,,(,x,) (71) 
c(t) = &( t )  + c2(t) 
Then along the characteristic x -- X l(t, ~1), equation (68) can be written as 
a(t) + b(Oa(t) = c(t), 0 <_ t < too. (72) 
We now integrate (72) along the characteristic z = xt(r,¢~) from r = 0 to r = t < too obtaining 
a(t) = a(O)e- f2 ~(r)dr + c(6)e -  f2 b(')d" da. (73) 
By virtue of the definition of f~(a0; ¢ - ¢) and the fact that a0 < 0, we have 
-n(o'0;~b- ¢) = 1 + -~-- (¢ - ¢) + E(¢ -  ¢) -g (¢ -  ¢) (74) 
Also, for 0 < t < t~ 
~,(¢ -  _< ½~2~(1¢1 + I¢1) 2 < ~ 27 0 
by virtue of part (ii) of the Lemma of Section 2, equation (23), part (iii) of the Lemma of Section 2, 
and the a priori estimate (30) in the Lemma of Section 3. In addition, 
I~(¢ - ¢)1 < ~(1¢1 + I¢1) < ~r0  exp(ct~) (76) 
by virtue of (26), part (iii) of the Lemma of Section 2, and the a priori estimate (30). We may 
now, without loss of generality, assume that F0 < 1 so that (75), (76) imply the bounds 
{ 
1~(¢ - ¢)1 < ~Fo exp(2ct¢~) 
Long time existence 
Using the estimates in (77), it follows that for 0 < t < too 
(~)  E(¢ - ~) - E(~b - ¢) >_ - (1-F ~2) ,F0  exp(2ctoo) • 
However, for 0 < t < $oo, 
so, in view of (74), 
-12(~o; ¢ - ¢) > L~(I - A2ro exp(2doo) - (I + ~)  ~ro exp(2ctoo). 
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(79) 
(80) 
Therefore, if A > A2 is such that (49) is satisfied, i.e., 
lim r0 exp(2ctoo) # 1/2"A, 
ro+r~ 
then it follows immediately from (80) that 
-~2(~o; ~b - ¢) > L2°-°l (1 - A ro exp(2ctoo)) - (1 + ~) ,  ro exp(2ctoo ) . (81) 
For such A >_ A2 satisfying (49), suppose now that laol satisfies (48), i.e., 
[ao[ >_ (1 + 2 / ] )y  
then, also, - (1 -F A/2)y > - al~2° ~ so that (80) becomes, for 0 _< t < too, 
¢ - ¢) > [1 - 25ro exp(2doo)]. (82) 
The estimate (82) holds all along the characteristic z - zl(t'~l), for 0 < t < too, and, therefore, 
from the definition of b(t), i.e., (70), we obtain 
b(t) > A#(¢(x,t) - ¢(z,t))l~,(t,n)¢~(Zl(t,~l),t ) (83) 
+ L~ (1 - 2~ro exp(2ctoo)) 
Now, suppose that too < ~,  irrespective of how small we choose F0 + r~, and, furthermore, that 
(84) 
for arbitrarily small, but nonzero r0 + r~. We will establish a contradiction to the bound (84) 
by showing that 3 e > 0, such that for r0 + r~ < e, the estimate (84) leads to the contradictory 
conclusion that too = 0¢; this contradiction will, in turn, imply that for r0 + r~ < e, if too < c~, 
then, in fact, too has the lower bound given by (51), when [a01 satisfies (48) for any A ~ A2 
satisfying (49). As (49) must be satisfied for some (smallest) A _> A2, our result says in effect 
that for la01 sufficiently large and r0 + r~ sufficiently small, either too = oo or too has the lower 
hound given by (51). 
Now, if too satisfies (84), irrespective of how small we choose r0 + r~, then it follows that for 
fixed, but arbitrarily small initial data, B al > 0 such that 
1 - 2~r0 exp(2doo) - 2~iII~01 (85) 
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and we have used the fact that c - 27* - ~/0- In the proof of the lemma of Section 2, we have 
computed that, V~ ER I ,  
i'(~) = - 114~'(~- I (~))- I/~,,(~- i (~)). 
Therefore, by virtue of hypotheses (H1) and (H~) of Section 2, 
I~ , (¢ -  ¢)1 < ~___u_~ = L .  (86) 
- 4 V r ~  - . 
We now tentatively assume that for 0 _< t < too 
I¢~(x,t) l< inf (2 ) .  1 (87) 
- (~o,¢o) ~oo" 
In (87) the infineum is taken over all initial data (¢0, ¢0) and we note that inf(~o,¢o ) at > 0 in 
view of (85) and (49); the estimate (87) must (and will) be verified prior to our concluding the 
proof. 
Now, by (85), (86), (87), and (83), it follows that b(t) _> ½al = ~2, for 0 < t < too, so that 
/0' // - b ( , - )d , -  ___ -~2t and - b(,-) _< -~,2(t - e) 
for 0 _< t < too. Employing these estimates in (73), we find that for 0 _< t < too 
.(t) _< .(0)~ -~,' + C(e)e-°,( ' - ' )d6 
=. (0 )e  -~'' + O~(e)e-°'('- ')de + C,(e)~-~'('- ')de. (88) 
By integrating the first term above by parts we arrive at 
a(t) < (a(O) - Co(O))e -a2` q- Cl(t) 
// // - a2e -a' '  Cl(¢5)e¢"d~ + e -a' '  C2(6)e¢'6d6 (89) 
for 0 < t < too; therefore, on this interval 
[a(t)l _< (la(O)l + [Cx(O)l) e - ° ' ,  + ICx(t)l 
/o' /o' + ~'2e - ° ' '  ICx(a)l ea'~d5 + e -q' '  IC2(a)le~'~da. (90) 
In view of the definition of a(t), i.e., (69), 
a(0) = exp(O(¢o(Cx) - ¢0(¢1)))¢~(¢,). (91) 
However, by the definition of $(t), i.e., (59) and part (ii) of the lemma of Section 2, 
- 
le(¢o(¢~) - ¢o(¢x)) _< ~ (1¢o(~)1 + I¢o(¢~)1) _< ~ ro (92) 
where we have used the fact that A >_ A2. Thus 
[a(0)[ <exp (~wro~supl¢~o(X) l - lQ(A,  ro)sup[¢to(X)[. (93) \ , :  / .RI T~I 
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Now by the definitions of Ci(t), i -- 1,2, i.e., (71), and the definition (66) of II(tr0; @-  ¢) we have 
o1(0) = n(.0; ¢0(6) - ¢0(¢t)) 
/ ~o(¢,1-~o(¢,) A(~o; 6)O'(6) - -  ~ d6 .  (94) 
Jo ,V(6) 
However, 0'(6) ~' 6 = exp(O(6) )~ and, therefore, 
IC1(0)I < l{~bo((t)-~bo(,t,[ iA(:o;6) lexp(0(6))d6 
- . ,o  I 2A(6) [ 
1 
sup (IA(o'o;6)lexp(0(6))). to. (95) -< ~ 0<S<ro 
Using the definition of A, i.e., (62), together with the estimate (27), we obtain from (95) the 
bound 
ICdO)l_ ~ exp 
=-- K2([Cro [,~', At, A, r0) r0 (96) 
where we have, once again, used (59), the bound in part (ii) of the Lemma of Section 2, and the 
fact that ~ > A2. Now, by virtue of the fact that 
we have the estimate 
fo ~-¢ 1 = 2 (6) + e"(')d6 
In(,~o;¢ - ¢)1 ___ 2A; o<s<(l*l+l¢l) t. 
sup 
o<6<(1¢1+1,/,I) 
1~(6)1 < ~(1¢1 + I¢1) 
_< ~r0 exp(ctoo) 
~r0 r~ <~-~ 
However, 
(97) 
(98) 
(99) 
in view of (27), the a pr io r i  estimate of Section 3, and (84), which is equivalent to the inequality 
exp(ctoo) < (2~r0) -1/2. In an analogous manner we have, for 0 _~ t < too 
as well as 
I,~1 + I¢1 ~ r0 exp(ctoo) < F/-~ 
sup exp(h(6)) < exp (~(1¢1 + [¢1)) 
o<6<(1¢1+1¢1) 
(lOO) 
(101) 
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Combining (98)-(101) we find that, for 0 < t < too, 
In(o.o;¢ - ¢)1 < ~ \v~ + exp 
and, therefore, for 0 < t < too, 3 Ka(]¢o[,~', AI,~, ro) such that Cl(t) ,  as defined by (71), satisfies 
]Ca(t)[ < Ks([¢0[,~', A1,A, r0)r01/2. (103) 
Our last set of estimates will culminate in a bound for C~(t), 0 <_ t < too. Directly from the 
definitions of X, A, and A, and the estimate (101), we have, for 0 _< t < too, 
]X(o.0; ¢ - ¢)[ ~ [A(o.o; ¢ - ¢)[ [A(o.0; ¢ -- ¢)[exp ( i -~)  
\ /  
where we have, in addition, used the bound in (99). Now, by the definition of A, part (iii) of the 
Lemma of Section 2, equation (23), and the a priori estimate of Section 3, 
Io.ol 1 I~(¢ - ¢)1 
I~(o.o;¢ - ¢)1 < ~-~1 (1¢1 + I¢1) + 
Jo.o[ 
< ~ (1¢1 + I¢1) + (1¢1 + I¢IY 
I~ol £oexp(etoo)+ ~ 2 < ~ ~7 r0 exp (2ctoo). (104) 
Therefore, by the second estimate in (100), i.e., r0exp(aoo) < (ro/2$) 1/2, we have, for 
0_<t<too,  
IA(o.0;¢- ¢)1 < 2Al(2A1)l/2 Io.ol +7 
By combining (103) with (105) and the definition of C2(t) in (71) we find that, for 0 < t < too, 
we have an estimate of the form 
162(01 < g4(Io.01,~, Ax,X, r0). r~/~. (106) 
Employing (93), (96), (102), and (106) in (90) we find, in a straightforward manner, that for 
0_<t<too 
la(OI < (K~ sup I¢~(x)l + K~.ro)e -~ '  + Ksr~o/2 
Rx 
+ 
< K1 sup [¢~(x)[ + K2r0 + (2Ks+ K4~ F1/2" (107) 
~ \ o's / 
Now, as IO(¢ - 0)l _< ~(1¢1 + 101) < ~ v 2 , 
(1 A/'~o ~ = Ks(X, r0) (108) exp(-0(¢ -- 0)) S exp ~k ~ V T ] 
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for 0 _< t < too. Therefore, from the definition (see equation 69) of a(t) and the estimates (107) 
and (108), we have the bound (on 7~ 1 x [0,too)) 
I,/,.(x,t)l < R~ sup I¢~(x)l + R~ro 
Rx 
< k ,  ro ~ + ~ro  < k(ro + ro ~) (109) 
where /~ = K1K~, Kz = (K~r~o/~ + 2K3+ ~) K~, and /~ = max( /~, /~) .  A similar set of 
calculations leads to the existence of an L = L(la0[,~, AI,~, r0) > 0 such that 
I¢.(~,t)l < R(ro + r~), on ~a × [o, too). (110) 
Combining (110), (111) we are led to the conclusion that if (¢~,¢~) satisfy (87) on ~1 X [O,too), 
then for all z E ~1, 
lim (l¢,,(x,t)l + I¢,(x,t)l) < oo. (111) 
t-*t~ 
However, (111) then implies that too -- oo, thus contradicting the assumption that too < oo and, 
in fact, satisfied (84) irrespective of how small the initial data, as measured by r0 + r~, is chosen. 
Our proof will he complete if we can show that for all z E ~1, and r0 + r~ sufficiently small, (87) 
is satisfied; i.e., that, for 0 _< t < too, I~bx(z,t)l <_ ~2/Aoo where b2 -- inf(~o,¢o)or2 > 0. Suppose, 
to begin with, that supra I¢~(z)l < ~/2Xoo; then Bi, 0 < i < too such that I¢~(z,t)l </~2/ioo 
for z ~ 7~ t. From the first estimate in (110) we have, for all z ~ 7~ ~, 
l~(x,t)[ < RlSUp [~(x)[ + R~r0, 0 < t < t. (I12) 
By virtue of the definitions of/~1, /~2, and the fact that ~2 > 0, we may choose supT~ [¢~(x)[ 
and r0 so small that 
I~ 1 sup I~(~)I + K2ro ~ 0"212~vo (113) 
in which case it follows from (113) that 
sup I¢=(x, 01 < ~/2Lo, o _< t < i 
and, therefore, by continuity supra [~b=(z, t) l  -< ~/2,~oo. The rest of the argument now continues 
in a standard fashion with ~ as the new initial value oft;  this establishes (87), for r0+r  I sufficiently 
small, and, thus, the lower hound (51) of the theorem. 1 
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